Abstract—In partially observed environments, it can be useful for a human to provide the robot with declarative information that represents probabilistic relational constraints on properties of objects in the world, augmenting the robot’s sensory observations. For instance, a robot tasked with a search-and-rescue mission may be informed by the human that two victims are probably in the same room. An important question arises: how should we represent the robot’s internal knowledge so that this information is correctly processed and combined with raw sensory information? In this paper, we provide an efficient belief state representation that dynamically selects an appropriate factoring, combining aspects of the belief when they are correlated through information and separating them when they are not. This strategy works in open domains, in which the set of possible objects is not known in advance, and provides significant improvements in inference time over a static factoring, leading to more efficient planning for complex partially observed tasks. We validate our approach experimentally in two open-domain planning problems: a 2D discrete gridworld task and a 3D continuous cooking task. A supplementary video can be found at http://tinyurl.com/chitnis-iros-18.

I. INTRODUCTION

As robots become increasingly adept at understanding and manipulating the world around them, it becomes important to enable humans to interact with them to convey goals, give advice, or ask questions. A typical setting is a partially observed environment in which the robot has uncertainty about its surroundings, but a human can give it information to help it act more intelligently. This information could represent complex relationships among properties of objects in the world, but the robot would be expected to use it as needed when given a task or query. This setting motivates an important question: what is the best way to represent the robot’s internal knowledge so that this information is correctly processed and combined with the robot’s own sensory observations? It is important for the chosen representation to be accurate and efficiently answer queries (i.e. do inference) that require it to draw on the given information.

We consider a specific class of open-domain planning problems in which objects exist in the world, but the agent does not know the universe of objects. We formalize our setting as a partially observable Markov decision process in which the robot has two sources of (potentially noisy) observations: its own perceptual capabilities, and assertions about the environment that simulate the human-provided information and are expressed in formal language. These observations represent constraints that hold with some probability and relate properties of objects in the world.

In order to support inference in partially observed environments, one typically maintains a belief state: a probability distribution over the space of world states. Unfortunately, the full joint distribution is usually intractable to work with. A popular alternative approach is to represent a factored belief state, in which the world state is decomposed into a set of features, each with a value. The factored belief is then a mapping from every feature to a distribution over its value.

We propose a method for efficient inference using a factored belief state in the presence of potentially complicated assertions relating multiple variables. The typical approach to using a factored belief state involves committing to a (possibly domain-specific) representational choice at the very start [1], [2], [3], for which can be difficult to fold in arbitrary relational constraints without too much loss in accuracy. On the other hand, our work treats a factored belief state as a fluid, dynamic data structure in which the factoring itself is molded by the constraints, as suggested by Figure 1. We call this a dynamically factored belief.

For the class of open-domain planning problems we consider, we show that a dynamically factored belief state representation provides significant improvements in infer-
ence time over a fixed factoring. We validate our approach experimentally in two open-domain planning problems: a 2D discrete gridworld task and a 3D continuous cooking task.


II. BACKGROUND

A. POMDPS and Belief States

We formalize agent-environment interaction in the presence of uncertainty as a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) [4]. We consider a typical undiscounted setting with: $S$, the state space; $A$, the action space; $\Omega$, the observation space; $T(s,a,s') = P(s' | s,a)$, the transition distribution with $s,s' \in S, a \in A$; $O(s',a,o) = P(o | s',a)$, the observation model with $s' \in S, a \in A, o \in \Omega$; and $R(s,a,s')$, the reward function with $s,s' \in S, a \in A$. Some states in $S$ are terminal, ending the episode.

At each timestep, the agent selects an action, causing 1) the hidden state to change according to $T$, 2) the agent to receive a reward according to $R$, and 3) the agent to receive an observation according to $O$. The agent’s objective is to maximize its overall expected reward, $\mathbb{E} \left[ \sum_t R(s_t, a_t, s_{t+1}) \right]$. A solution to a POMDP is a policy that maps the history of observations and actions to the next action to take, such that this objective is optimized over the trajectory.

The sequence of states $s_0, s_1, ...$ is unobserved, so the agent must instead maintain a belief state: a probability distribution over the space of world states. This belief is updated on each timestep based on the received observation and taken action. The exact belief update is $B'(s') = \frac{1}{Z} \left[ O(s',a,o) \sum_{s \in S} T(s,a,s')B(s) \right]$, where $B$ and $B'$ are the old and new belief states, $s' \in S$ is a state, $a \in A$ is the taken action, $o \in \Omega$ is the received observation, and $Z$ is a normalizing factor.

Representing the full belief exactly is prohibitively expensive for even moderately-sized POMDPS, so a typical alternative approach is to use a factored representation [2]. Here, we assume that the state can be decomposed into a set of features, each of which has a value. The factored belief is then a mapping from every feature to a distribution over its value. Typically, one chooses the features carefully so that observations can be folded, i.e. incorporated, into the belief efficiently and without too much loss of information. In other words, the chosen distributions are conjugate to the most frequent kinds of observations. Most factored representations are updated eagerly (without explicitly remembering the actions and observations) but approximately. On the other hand, a fully lazy representation just appends $a$ and $o$ to a list at each timestep. Though belief updates are trivial with this lazy representation, inference can be very expensive. In our work, we will give a representation that is sometimes eager and sometimes lazy, based on how expensive it would be to perform an eager update.

Some popular approaches for generating policies in POMDPS are online planning [5], [6], [7] and finding a policy offline with a point-based solver [8], [9]. Our work will use the more efficient but more approximate determinize-and-replan approach, which optimistically plans in a determinized version of the environment, brought about by (for instance) assuming that the maximum likelihood observation is always obtained [10], [11]. The agent executes this plan and replans any time it receives an observation contradicting the optimistic assumptions made.

B. Factor Graphs

We will be viewing our approach from the perspective of factor graphs, which we briefly describe in this section. We refer the reader to work by Kschischang et al. [12] for a more thorough treatment. A factor graph is a bipartite undirected probabilistic graphical model containing two types of nodes: variables and factors. Factor graphs provide a compact representation for the factorization of a function. Suppose a function $f$ on $n$ variables can be decomposed as $f(X_1, X_2, ..., X_n) = \prod_{i=1}^{m} f_i(C_i)$, where each $C_i \subseteq \{X_1, X_2, ..., X_n\}$ is a subset of the variables. This decomposition corresponds to a factor graph in which the variables are the $X_j$, the factors are the $f_i$, and there is an edge between any $f_i$ and $X_j$ for which $X_j \in C_i$, i.e. $f_i$ is a function of $X_j$.

This representation affords efficient marginal inference, which is the process of computing the marginal distribution of a variable, possibly conditioned on the values of some other variables. Message-passing algorithms such as the sum-product algorithm typically compute marginals using dynamic programming to recursively send messages between neighboring nodes. The sum-product algorithm is also commonly referred to as belief propagation.

III. RELATED WORK

We focus on the setting of information-giving for open-domain human-robot collaboration. Information-giving was first explored algorithmically by McCarthy [13] in a seminal 1959 paper on advice-takers. Much work in open-domain collaboration focuses on the robot understanding goals given by the human [14], whereas we focus on understanding information given by the human, as in work on advice-giving [15] and commonsense reasoning [16].

A. Adaptive Belief Representations

Our work explores belief state representations that adapt to the structure of the observations received by the robot. The work perhaps most similar to ours is that of Lison et al. [17], who acknowledge the importance of information fusion and abstraction in uncertain environments. Building on Markov Logic Networks [18], they describe a method for belief refinement that 1) groups percepts likely to be referring to the same object, 2) fuses information about objects based on these percept groups, and 3) dynamically evolves the belief over time by combining it with those in the past and future. They focus on beliefs about each object in the environment, whereas our work focuses on combining information about multiple objects, based on the structure of the observations.
The notion of adaptive belief representations has also been explored in domains outside robotics. For instance, Sleep [19] applies this idea to an acoustic target-tracking setting. The belief representation, which tracks potential locations of targets, can expand to store additional information about the targets that may be important for locating them, such as their acoustic power. The belief can also contract to remove information that is deemed no longer necessary. It would be difficult to update this factoring with information linking multiple targets, whereas our method is well-suited to incorporating such relational constraints.

B. Factored Belief Representations for POMDPs

The more general problem of finding efficient belief representations for POMDPs is very well-studied. Boyen and Koller [2] were the first to provide a tractable method for belief propagation and inference in a hidden Markov model or dynamic Bayesian network. Their basic strategy is to first pick a computationally tractable approximate belief representation (such as a factored one), then after a belief update, fold the newly obtained belief into the chosen approximate representation. This technique is a specific application of the more general principle of assumed density filtering [20]. Although it seems that the approximation error will build up and propagate, the authors show that actually, the error remains bounded under reasonable assumptions. Our work adopts a fluid notion of a factored belief representation, not committing to one factoring.

Bonet and Geffner [1] introduce the idea of beam tracking for belief tracking in a POMDP. Their method leverages the fact that a problem can be decomposed into projected subproblems, allowing the joint distribution over state variables to be represented as a product over factors. Then, the authors introduce an alternative decomposition over beams, subsets of variables that are causally relevant to each observable variable. This work shares with ours the idea of having the structure of the belief representation not be fixed ahead of time. A difference, however, is that the decomposition used in beam tracking is informed by the structure of the underlying model, while ours is informed by the structure of the observations and can thus efficiently incorporate arbitrary relational constraints on the world state.

IV. FORMAL PROBLEM SETTING

In this section, we formalize our problem setting as a POMDP, for which we will show that a dynamically factored belief is a good representation for the agent’s belief state.

Assumptions. We will assume deterministic transitions and a uniform observation model over all valid observations, in order to make progress on this difficult problem.

A. Planning Problem Class

We first describe the underlying class of planning problems. We consider open domains, in which the world contains a (finite or infinite) universe of objects, but the agent does not know this universe. Planning in open domains is significantly more complex than planning in settings where the universe of objects is known in advance.

The class of open-domain planning problems $\Pi$ contains tuples $(T, P, O, V, F, U, I, G)$:

- $T$ is a known set of object types, such as locations or movables. For some types, the set of objects may be known to the agent in advance; for others, it may not.
- $P$ is a known set of properties (such as color, size, pose, or contents) for each type from $T$. Each property has an associated (possibly infinite) domain.
- $O$ is a (possibly partially) unknown set of objects, each of a type from $T$. This set $O$ can be finite or infinite.
- $V$ is the set of state variables resulting from applying each property in $P$ to every object in $O$ of the corresponding type. Each variable has a domain based on the property and can be either continuous or discrete.
- $F$ is a set of fluents or constraints, Boolean-valued expressions given by a predicate applied to state variables and (possibly) values in their domains. Examples: $Equal(size(obj1), 6)$; $Different(color(obj2), color(obj3))$.
- $U$ is a set of object-parametrized operators that represent ways the agent can affect its environment. Each has preconditions (partial assignment of values to $V$ that must hold for it to be legal), effects (partial assignment of values to $V$ that holds after it is performed), and a cost.
- $I$ is an assignment of values to $V$ defining the initial state.
- $G$ is a partial assignment of values to $V$ defining the goal.

A solution to a problem in $\Pi$ is a minimum-cost sequence of parametrized operators $u_1, \ldots, u_n \in U$ (a plan) such that starting with $I$ and applying the $u_i$ sequentially satisfies operator preconditions and causes the partial assignment $G$ to hold. Variables in $V$ that are not in $G$ may have any value.

B. POMDP Formulation

With $\Pi$ defined, we are ready to formulate our setting as a POMDP. Let $(T, P, O, V, F, U, I, G)$ be an open-domain planning problem from $\Pi$. Define the POMDP:

- $S$ (the state space) is the space of all possible assignments of values to $V$. A state is, thus, an assignment of a value to each variable in $V$. Note that $I$ is a state.
- $A$ (the action space) is $U$.
- $\Omega$ (the observation space) is the space of all (potentially noisy) observations: we define an observation as a set of pairs $(f, p)$, where $f \in F$ and $p \in [0, 1]$. Intuitively, the interpretation is that every fluent (constraint) $f$ in this set holds with probability $p$ in the current state. We assume each observation $o$ comes from either 1) the robot’s own perceptual capabilities or 2) an assertion about the environment, which simulates human-provided information. For each fluent $f$ in $o$, the corresponding $p$ is a measure of confidence in $f$ holding within the current state. It can be based on the quality of a sensor or on the human’s certainty about the veracity of their assertion. Because $O$ is unknown, a fluent may contain state variables referencing objects the agent has not encountered before.
Building on these ideas, we present the following definition.

Definition 1: A dynamically factored belief state representation has two components:

- A factored representation for which each factor is a list of one or more state variables from \( V \). The factors partition the set of state variables that the agent knows about so far, either from prior knowledge or from a received observation. Each factor maps to a joint probability distribution over possible values for all its variables.
- A database called ComplexFluents.

The belief is initialized to have a singleton factor for each state variable in \( V \) associated with an object in \( O \) known a priori to exist, mapping to any distribution (e.g. a prior).

Each time an observation \( o \in \Omega \) is received, the belief is updated as follows with every constituent fluent \( f \): all factors containing state variables mentioned by \( f \) are introduced (if they are not represented yet) and joined, so long as the resulting joint would not be too big. If it would be too big, then the fluent is lazily placed into ComplexFluents and considered only at query time. Furthermore, factors are regularly split up for efficiency, implying that a belief update could potentially compress the representation. This is shown in Figure 2 and described in detail in the next section. Newly introduced variables can map to any distribution, such as a uniform one, or one calculated from some prior knowledge.

The factors partition the set of state variables that the agent knows about so far, meaning no state variable can ever be present in more than one factor. Enforcing this invariant greatly simplifies inference, as can be understood from a factor graph perspective. A dynamically factored belief maintains a factor graph with variable nodes \( V \) and factor nodes \( F \), where the \( V \) are the state variables in \( V \) that the agent knows about so far, and the \( F \) are the factors. Each node \( F \) connects to all the \( V \) that are present in the corresponding list (and thus comprise that factor’s joint distribution). Because the factors partition the variables, this factor graph is a collection of independent subgraphs, where each subgraph contains exactly one node from \( F \) connected to one or more nodes from \( V \). See Figure 2 for an example.

Fluents placed lazily into ComplexFluents are not part of this factor graph. The structure of this factor graph is constantly changing as new objects are discovered and observations are received, but it will always be a collection of independent subgraphs. Thus, there is no possibility of ending up with a cyclic factor graph, which would typically necessitate either approximate inference or expensive exact inference.

Note. All fluents, complex or not, can be represented by a factor in some more complex factor graph. One could imagine a different algorithm that avoids constructing the

---

**Fig. 2:** Example of dynamic factoring given four sequential noiseless observations in a setting with one object type and two properties: color and location. Each factor maps to a distribution over values (not shown). Initially, there are no factors. **Row 1:** The agent receives an assertion containing one state variable, color(A); a singleton factor for this variable is introduced. **Row 2:** The assertion contains two state variables, so a joint factor is introduced. **Row 3:** The assertion contains a new state variable, location(D), so a factor is introduced for it, then joined with the [location(B), location(C)] factor. **Row 4:** The agent observes the color and location of Object B. The joint distribution over the locations of B, C, and D is now uniform across the first dimension, so the factor gets split into two. This type of splitting implies that factors do not necessarily get bigger each time a new observation arrives. In this figure, all observations are noiseless (all \( p = 1 \)) for clarity of presentation. The factor graph is always a collection of independent subgraphs, where each subgraph contains exactly one factor.
Algorithm 1: Dynamically factored belief update.

```latex
\begin{algorithm}
\caption{Dynamically Factored Belief Update}
\begin{algorithmic}[1]
\State $B \leftarrow \text{InitializeFactoredBeliefMap}()$
\State ComplexFluents $\leftarrow \text{set}()$
\Function{BeliefUpdate}{observation, action}
\For{each $(f,p)$ in observation}
\For{each stateVar mentioned by $f$}
\If{!$B.\text{Contains}(\text{stateVar})$}
\State $B.\text{Add}([\text{stateVar}], \text{defaultDist}())$
\EndIf
\If{joint would be too big}
\State ComplexFluents.Add($f$)
\Else
\State $B.\text{JoinFluents.Add}(f)$
\EndIf
\EndFor
\EndFor
\State $B.\text{TrySplit}(factor, \epsilon)$
\EndFunction
\For{each factor in $B.\text{Factors}$}
\State $B.\text{TrySplit}(factor, \epsilon)$
\EndFor
\EndFor
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}
```

joint of all variables mentioned by a fluent, but instead creates a new factor for the fluent while leaving other factors untouched. This would likely create cycles, but cycles could be collapsed into joint distributions over all constituent nodes. Inference would then be done using message-passing. In contrast, our method eagerly incorporates fluents in a way that makes inference fast and cycles impossible. Furthermore, our method can very quickly answer queries about a marginal on a subset of any factor, as we will see.

**B. Belief Update Algorithm**

Algorithm 1 gives pseudocode for updating a dynamically factored belief. The belief is initialized to contain a singleton factor for each state variable in $\mathcal{V}$ associated with an object in $\mathcal{O}$ known a priori to exist. The `BeliefUpdate` subroutine is called at each timestep, after the agent takes an action and receives an observation (a set of fluents, each with a corresponding probability of holding in the world).

Line 7 decides whether joining all factors containing a state variable mentioned by the fluent would result in a joint that is too “big” (expensive to compute or represent). If so, the fluent is lazily stored in the database ComplexFluents and considered only at query time. An implementation of this test could take the product of the factor sizes and check whether it is above a certain threshold.

**Joining Factors** The call in Line 9 to `JoinFactorsAndUpdate` creates a new factor containing all state variables that are mentioned by the fluent $f$ (if such a factor is not already present), then maps this factor to a joint distribution for which $f$ holds with probability $p$. To accomplish this, we build the joint then rescale the probabilities such that $p$ mass goes to the joint values which are consistent with $f$, and the remaining $1 - p$ mass goes to those which are inconsistent. This can be done using Jeffrey’s rule [21]: rescale the probability of all values inconsistent with $f$ by $\frac{(1-p)(1-m)}{pm}$, where $m$ is the total probability of these inconsistent values, then normalize. When $p = 1$, this algorithm just filters out joint values inconsistent with $f$, as expected. See Algorithm 2 for pseudocode and Figure 3 for an example. If distributions are continuous, we perform these operations implicitly using rejection sampling at query time.

**Splitting Factors** The call in Line 12 to `TrySplit` attempts to split up factors to maintain a compact representation. In practice, we accomplish this by checking whether each state variable in the factor can be marginalized out. Of course, it is unlikely that such marginalization can ever be done in a lossless manner, as this would require the joint to be exactly decomposable into a product involving this marginal. Instead, we perform marginalization whenever the reconstruction error is less than a hyperparameter $\epsilon$. We measure this reconstruction error as the Jensen-Shannon divergence $D_{JS}$ between the true joint and the approximate joint reconstructed from the attempted decomposition.

Let $P$ and $Q$ be arbitrary probability distributions. The Jensen-Shannon divergence is a smooth, symmetric, bounded measure of similarity between $P$ and $Q$. It is based on the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, defined as $D_{KL}(P \parallel Q) = -\sum_i P(i) \log \frac{Q(i)}{P(i)}$, where the summation can be replaced by integration for continuous distributions. Then letting $A = \frac{1}{2}(P + Q)$, the Jensen-Shannon divergence is defined as $D_{JS}(P \parallel Q) = \frac{1}{2}D_{KL}(P \parallel A) + \frac{1}{2}D_{KL}(Q \parallel A)$. Assuming the natural logarithm is used, the bound $0 \leq D_{JS}(P \parallel Q) \leq \log 2$ always holds. Since $D_{JS}$ is bounded, it is reasonable to use $\epsilon$ as a fixed threshold on the reconstruction error to decide whether to do marginalization. Varying $\epsilon$ lets the designer trade off between compactness of the belief and accuracy of inference. See Algorithm 2 for pseudocode and Figure 4 for an example.

**C. Inference**

Dynamically factored beliefs can handle two types of queries: 1) a marginal on any state variable, or on a set of state variables that is a subset of some factor, and 2) a sample from the full joint of current factors, which gives a world state consistent with the agent’s current knowledge.

To answer queries of type 1), we observe that if a state variable or set of state variables is a subset of some factor,
then our representation already stores a joint distribution over values for those variables. Any query about them can be answered using this joint, e.g. by sampling. We do not have to worry about violating the constraints in ComplexFluents because each of those could only ever constrain a set of state variables that spans multiple factors.

To answer queries of type 2), we must draw from the distribution implicitly encoded by all factors together, which produces an assignment that maps every currently known state variable to a value. One can treat this as a constraint satisfaction problem [22] where the constraints are the fluents in ComplexFluents (all other fluents have already been folded eagerly into the belief), and apply standard solving techniques. Our experiments solve it incrementally using a backtracking approach; see Algorithm 3 for pseudocode.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

We evaluate the performance of our approach on the cooking task, a planning problem from II. The robot is tasked with gathering ingredients and using them to cook a meal. There are three object types: $T = \{locations, vegetables, seasonings\}$. The term ingredients refers to vegetables and seasonings together. Each object type has one property. Locations have a contents property, which is one of “vegetable,” “seasoning,” or “empty.” Ingredients have a position property, which could be continuous- or discrete-valued. Initially, the robot knows the set of locations but not the set of ingredients. There is a pot at a fixed, known position.

When any vegetable is placed into the pot, it transitions to a cooking state; 5 timesteps later, it transitions to a cooked state. The goal is to have all ingredients in the pot and all vegetables cooked. However, the robot is penalized heavily for placing any seasoning into the pot too early, before all vegetables have been cooked. To achieve the goal, the robot must learn the positions of all ingredients, either by doing observations or by learning about them from assertions.

The operators (actions) $U$ are:

- **OBSERVE(LOCATION):** Moves and observes the ingredient(s) at a location. Cost: 5.
- **PICK(POSITION):** Moves and picks at a continuous- or discrete-valued position (domain-dependent). The robot can hold up to 10 ingredients at once. Cost: 20.
- **PLACEINPOT():** Places all $n$ held ingredients into the pot. Vegetables in the pot are either cooking or, 5 timesteps later, cooked. Cost: 100 + 50$n$, plus an additional 1000 if a seasoning is placed in before all vegetables are cooked.
- **NO-OP():** Takes no action. Cost: 0.
There is also a living cost of 10 per timestep.

The state variables $\mathcal{V}$ comprise each location’s contents and each ingredient’s property. The world state contains an assignment of these variables to values. It also tracks which ingredients are held by the robot and the pot, and the current robot pose; these are all assumed to be known and thus do not need to be tracked by the belief state.

**Assertions.** Figure 5 shows the types of assertions we use. At each timestep, we sample an assertion uniformly at random from all valid ones, following our observation model, and give it to the robot. The information could be redundant. At each timestep, we sample an assertion uniformly at random from all valid ones, following our observation model, and give it to the robot. The information could be redundant.

**Baseline.** We test against a baseline belief representation that simulates prior work on factored representations, which typically commit to a representational choice at the start. This baseline, which we call a statically factored belief or static factoring, represents the agent’s belief as a distribution over the potential contents of each location. The factoring does not change based on observations, or as ingredients are discovered. We choose this factoring as our baseline because initially, the robot only knows the set of locations, not the set of ingredients. Thus, this factoring is the most reasonable choice for a static representation that is chosen at the start and held fixed throughout execution. Any fluent that cannot fold into this static factoring is lazily placed into ComplexFluents, slowing down inference. Observe that singleton factors go in and out of joints.

**Domain 1: Discrete 2D Gridworld Cooking Task** Our first experimental domain is the cooking task in a 2D gridworld. Locations are organized in a 2D grid, and the robot is in exactly one at any time. Both OBSERVE and PICK actions are performed on single grid locations. Each location is initialized to contain either a single ingredient or nothing, so the position property of each ingredient is a discrete value corresponding to a location. We solve the task using the determine-and-replan approach to belief space planning, with A* as the planner. The task is computationally challenging, so we impose a 60-second timeout per episode.

**Domain 2: Continuous 3D Cooking Task** Our second experimental domain is the cooking task in a pybullet simulation [23]. Here, the position property of each ingredient is a continuous value: each can be placed anywhere on the surface of one of four tables. The robot can OBSERVE any table and PICK at any position along a table surface, so the action space is continuous. Locations are given by a grid discretization of the environment geometry. As ingredients get discovered, a dynamically factored belief adapts to track continuous distributions over their positions. Again, we use the determine-and-replan method and a 60-second timeout.

**Results and Discussion** Table I and Figure 6 show results when all $p$ are 1 and $\epsilon$ is 0 (see Algorithm 2), while Figure 7 shows results with noisy observations where $p$ and $\epsilon$ vary. Overall, our approach solves significantly more tasks than a static factoring does, and also decreases inference an order of magnitude faster. However, our method could perform badly when belief updates are very expensive, which could happen if we try to eagerly incorporate fluents that link several state variables with large domains. Typically in practice, though, such fluents would be placed into ComplexFluents. As $p$ decreases, observations get noisier, so execution costs and factor sizes increase. As $\epsilon$ increases, more marginalization occurs and inference accuracy is lower, so factors are smaller but execution is costlier.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>% Solved</th>
<th>Bel. Upl. Time</th>
<th>Queries / Second</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dom. 1, 4x4, 6ing</td>
<td>S (baseline)</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dom. 1, 4x4, 6ing</td>
<td>D (ours)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dom. 1, 4x4, 10ing</td>
<td>S (baseline)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dom. 1, 4x4, 10ing</td>
<td>D (ours)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dom. 1, 5x5, 6ing</td>
<td>S (baseline)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dom. 1, 5x5, 6ing</td>
<td>D (ours)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>2.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dom. 1, 5x5, 10ing</td>
<td>S (baseline)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dom. 1, 5x5, 10ing</td>
<td>D (ours)</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dom. 1, 6x6, 6ing</td>
<td>S (baseline)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dom. 1, 6x6, 6ing</td>
<td>D (ours)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dom. 1, 6x6, 10ing</td>
<td>S (baseline)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dom. 1, 6x6, 10ing</td>
<td>D (ours)</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dom. 2, 8ing</td>
<td>S (baseline)</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dom. 2, 8ing</td>
<td>D (ours)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>5.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dom. 2, 10ing</td>
<td>S (baseline)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dom. 2, 10ing</td>
<td>D (ours)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>4.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5: An illustration of the types of assertions we use, with a simplified execution of the gridworld cooking task. There are four locations: L1, L2, L3, L4. Factors are color-coded based on the number of state variables. c(·) means contents(·), p(·) means position(·). Initially, there is a singleton factor for each location’s contents. The last two columns tell whether the fluent is foldable into a dynamic factoring (our approach), and into a static factoring that tracks the potential contents of each location (baseline). Unfoldable fluents get placed into ComplexFluents, slowing down inference. Observe that singleton factors go in and out of joints.
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